Global Supply Chain
Solutions
Global Logistics Capability
Our logistics capability was refined and perfected during
the 2003 to 2011 period of conflict in Afghanistan, Iraq
and surrounding Middle East countries. When that conflict
began, U.S. military presence in the region was virtually
non-existent, and almost overnight, KBRwyle was called
upon to support the more than initial 100,000 U.S. and
coalition forces rapidly deploying into an active war zone.
Troop numbers and mission requirements grew on a daily
basis, reaching a peak of 220,000 in 2006. To meet contract
demands, we mobilized our globally-experienced in-house
supply chain management team to identify and enlist
appropriate vendors; establish transportation routes; award
subcontracts; and arrange freight consolidation and delivery
into key warehouse locations in Iraq, Afghanistan, Jordan,
Kuwait, Djibouti, Georgia, Uzbekistan, Turkey and numerous
forward operating locations.
Our Supply Chain Methodology
Our experience, combined with our U.S. governmentapproved procurement and property management systems,
positions us to provide an end-to-end enterprise supply
chain solution. We can also augment client needs within
any individual step or process within the overall continuum.
KBRwyle has categorized our support for supply chain
management and logistics activity into a series of six
functional areas that are proven to align with U.S. DoD
process expectations within which we are able to focus
KBRwyle’s expertise to optimize support:

Define Requirements and Demand Forecast
Comprehensive contract analysis to develop material
or equipment parameters and requirements is a critical
“front end” process to enable successful acquisition.
It allows us to provide our clients with fit for purpose
solution to any demand.
Procurement Planning and Requisitioning
Establishing project or task-specific procurement plans
enable our specialized teams to generate accurate, timely
requisitions for desired material, equipment or personnel.
Vendor Selection, Bidding and Award
KBRwyle leverages our U.S. government-approved
procurement system to create a distinct competitive
advantage. Key to this is our ability to navigate quickly
through FAR-compliant procedures, vendor selection,
generation of fair competition, and timely awards to
fully-vetted and pre-evaluated suppliers.
Delivery and Transportation
KBRwyle uses our proven in-house suite of tools to
identify and activate the best yet most cost-effective
carriers available to meet delivery requirements — no
matter what the mode, the urgency of the need, or the
remoteness of the ultimate location.
Inventory Management
Knowing what is on hand — establishing ordering and
re-ordering parameters, with attention to long lead
delivery times — is a hallmark capability in our toolset.
While supporting the Army’s effort in Iraq, KBRwyle
maintained 99.8% inventory accuracy on the largest
property book which exceeded $4 billion.
Supplier Performance Assessment
KBRwyle is vigilant in monitoring, and managing supplier
performance. Continual vendor performance assessment
is critical to us successfully managing supply chain
activities and delivering overall success of any project.
This enhances our ability to generate accurate invoices,
meet delivery windows; ship exactly what was ordered;
and maintain price competitiveness.
www.kbrwyle.com
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Global Logistics Capability
KBRwyle has corporately-supported procurement centers located in each of the Combatant Command centers enabling us
to augment our programs, projects, or site-based procurement activities with “home office” support to meet client needs
and requirements. These internationally dispersed facilities are strategically located to leverage resources for response
capability throughout the world. Our network of offices, working in tandem with our procurement centers, also serves to
support rapid response times between award and mobilization; coordination with other agencies for quick responses; rapid
mobilization of global workforce; expedited purchase of materials and equipment; provision of specialized services; cost
and schedule control.
KBRwyle’s supply chain management follows your mission map – we get supplies where you go.
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KBRwyle Global Procurement Locations

KBRwyle Major Projects

DoD focused alignment with combatant commands so we are pre-positioned to successfully support you.
www.kbrwyle.com
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